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Abstract
Fault injection is an increasingly important method for assessing, measuring
and observing the system-level impact of hardware and software faults in
computer systems. This thesis presents the results of a series of experimental
studies in which fault injection was used to investigate the impact of bit-flip
errors on program execution. The studies were motivated by the fact that
transient hardware faults in microprocessors can cause bit-flip errors that can
propagate to the microprocessors instruction set architecture registers and
main memory. As the rate of such hardware faults is expected to increase with
technology scaling, there is a need to better understand how these errors (known
as ‘soft errors’) influence program execution, especially in safety-critical systems.
Using ISA-level fault injection, we investigate how five aspects, or factors,
influence the error sensitivity of a program. We define error sensitivity as the
conditional probability that a bit-flip error in live data in an ISA-register or
main-memory word will cause a program to produce silent data corruption
(SDC; i.e., an erroneous result). We also consider the estimation of a measure
called SDC count, which represents the number of ISA-level bit flips that cause
an SDC.
The five factors addressed are (a) the inputs processed by a program, (b) the
level of compiler optimization, (c) the implementation of the program in the
source code, (d) the fault model (single bit flips vs double bit flips) and (e)
the fault-injection technique (inject-on-write vs inject-on-read). Our results
show that these factors affect the error sensitivity in many ways; some factors
strongly impact the error sensitivity or SDC count whereas others show a
weaker impact. For example, our experiments show that single bit flips tend to
cause SDCs more than double bit flips; compiler optimization positively impacts
the SDC count but not necessarily the error sensitivity; the error sensitivity
varies between 20% and 50% among the programs we tested; and variations
in input affect the error sensitivity significantly for most of the tested programs.
Keywords
soft errors, fault injection, error sensitivity, silent data corruption
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Computer systems are used in a wide range of applications in which dependabil-
ity is a major concern. Self-driving cars, airplane auto-pilots, medical devices,
systems for railway signalling, power distribution and financial transactions
are a few examples of applications where computer failures could have serious
consequences.
Modern computer systems are complex artefacts that rely on billions of
transistors and millions of lines of code to operate correctly. Due to this
complexity, designing and validating dependable computer systems is a major
technical challenge.
A key challenge in developing computer systems for critical applications
is to define and obtain measures that can accurately describe the degree to
which a system is dependable. According to the widely cited taxonomy and
terminology presented in [1], dependability is a generic concept that spans a
variety of related attributes, such as availability, reliability, safety, integrity
and maintainability.
Thus, there is no single measure of dependability; instead, dependability
is described in terms of one or more of these attributes, or by other, more
specialised attributes, the choice of which depends on the application. For
example, safety may not be a relevant design objective in a business-oriented
system, in which availability and data integrity are.
Dependability attributes are often expressed in terms of probabilities (or
probability distributions) rather than deterministic values, as the occurrence,
activation and propagation of faults is primarily random.
To derive numerical values for a dependability attribute, then, computer
designers rely on various dependability modelling techniques, such as reliability
block diagrams, Markov chain models and Stochastic Petri-net models. These
models, in turn, rely on various input parameters that are often derived by
analysing field failure data, or data from fault-injection experiments. Examples
of such input parameters, which can themselves be regarded as (secondary)
dependability attributes, include failure rates, repair rates, coverage factors
and error-sensitivity factors.
This thesis addresses the use of fault-injection experiments to determine the
1
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sensitivity of programs to bit-flip errors caused by transient hardware faults.
Modern integrated circuits are susceptible to bit-flip errors caused by ionising
particles, including high-energy neutrons and alpha particles [2, 3]. Such errors
are commonly referred to as ’soft errors’, as the ionising particles merely alter
the data stored in the affected circuit, without causing permanent damage.
Although the potential threats of soft errors are usually ignored in non-
critical applications, they are indeed an important potential source of system
failures that should be carefully considered by designers of safety-critical and
business-critical applications.
However, measuring soft-error sensitivity is a complex task. Although
techniques for such measurements have been a subject of academic research
since the 1980s, there are currently no standards for determining soft-error
sensitivity; most research has focused on evaluating the effectiveness of various
error-detection and fault-tolerance mechanisms, or on studying the failure
modes that a program exhibits in the presence of soft errors.
Measurements of soft-error sensitivity, as we discuss them in this thesis, are
built on the assumption that the program is an executable program (machine
code) for a given microprocessor equipped with a given set of memory and I/O
circuits. Thus, we consider measurements of soft-error sensitivity to be valid
only for a given hardware configuration.
A major challenge in measuring soft-error sensitivity by fault-injection
experiments is that the results are sensitive to variations in the experimental
setup related to the fault model and the workload input profile (the inputs
processed by the program during the experiments), as well as aspects of
implementing the program itself, such as the choice of programming language
and level of compiler optimizations.
This thesis presents the results of five studies that investigated how factors
related to program implementation and the setup of fault-injection experiments
affect estimations of soft-error sensitivity. We classify these factors into three
types:
Type I Related to the operation of the system, such as:
• Input profile of the system
• State of unused parts of the main memory
Type II Related to the design and implementation of the system, such as:
• Compiler optimizations
• Choice of algorithm for solving a problem
• Choice of source-code implementation, including programming lan-
guage and programming style
Type III Related to the assumption of the fault-injection experiments
• Fault model
• Time of injection
Specifically, our work addresses the following factors that can affect the
estimation of error sensitivity (the type of factor is stated in parentheses):
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• Workload input profile (Type I)
• Source-code implementation (Type II)
• Choice of compiler optimization (Type II)
• Fault model: single bit flips vs double bit flips (Type III)
• Time of injection: inject-on-read vs inject-on-write (Type III)
The results of these investigations have been published in four conference
papers. In addition, this thesis includes a technical report that provides
guidelines on how to employ hypothesis testing in analysing fault-injection
data; the report discusses how hypothesis testing can be used to determine
whether a certain factor has a statistically significant impact on error sensitivity.
1.1.1 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are based on four conference papers and one
technical report, summarised in Section 1.6. The principle contributions are as
follows:
C1: A series of fault-injection experiments to study five factors that can
influence the error sensitivity of a program. These factors are (i) inputs
processed by a program, (ii) level of compiler optimization, (iii) source-
code implementation, (iv) fault model (single bit flips vs double bit flips)
and (v) fault-injection technique (inject-on-write vs inject-on-read).
C2: A classification that divides the five factors into three main types, related
to (i) the operation of the system, (ii) the design and implementation of
the system and (iii) the assumptions of the fault-injection experiments.
C3: A set of guidelines for using statistical inference techniques – specifically,
hypothesis testing, to draw conclusions from fault injection data.
C4: An analysis to reduce the fault space of fault-injection experiments.
1.1.2 Thesis Structure
This thesis consists of the present summary, four conference papers and one
technical report. In the next section of this summary, Section 1.2, we pro-
vide an overview of common dependability measures as well as an overview
of experimental and analytical techniques for assessing and ensuring the de-
pendability of computer systems. Section 1.3 discusses how uncertainty and
controllable factors affect estimates of error sensitivity and other dependability
measures. In Section 1.4, we define how we measure silent data corruptions
due to bit-flip errors and how we define our error-sensitivity measure. Section
1.5 discusses the use of statistical inference techniques for drawing conclusions
from fault-injection experiments. Section 1.6 summarises the contributions of
the papers and the report and provides statements of the contributions made
to each paper by the author of this thesis. Finally, conclusions and directions
for future research are given in Section 1.7.
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1.2 Dependability Measures and
Assessment Methods
According to the taxonomy presented in [1], dependability is an umbrella
concept that encompasses several dependability attributes, such as reliability,
availability, safety, integrity and maintainability. Different analytical and
experimental methods, techniques and measures have been introduced over the
past decades to answer the difficult question of how to assess the dependability
of computer systems.
In this section, we provide an overview of common dependability measures
and analytical and experimental methods for assessing the dependability of
computer systems.
1.2.1 Dependability measures
The authors of [1] provide the following generic definitions of the five depend-
ability attributes:
• Availability: readiness for correct service.
• Reliability: continuity of correct service.
• Safety: absence of catastrophic consequences on the user(s) and the
environment.
• Integrity: absence of improper system alterations.
• Maintainability: ability to undergo modifications and repairs.
Due to the randomness associated with faults and failures, it is inappropriate
to express the degree to which a system possesses any of these attributes in
terms of an absolute or deterministic value; instead, the fulfilment of the
attributes should be described using a relative or probabilistic value [1]. To
this end, it is common practise to define four of the attributes more precisely
in terms of probabilities:
Availability is the probability that a system delivers a correct service at
any given time t.
Reliability is the probability that a system delivers a correct service
(without outages or interruptions) during a given period.
Safety is the probability that a system is not in a state that threatens
humans or the environment.
Maintainability is the probability that a system is operational at a given
time t, given that the system was faulty at time t0.
Integrity is slightly different from the other attributes in that it often relates
to complex fault situations, including authorised or non-authorised actions by
humans, that can lead to improper system alterations. Therefore, there are no
widely used, precise probabilistic definitions associated with integrity.
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Table 1.1: Summary of dependability measures
Measure Notation Description Relation to other measures
Probability den-
sity function
(pdf ) of failures
f(t) pdf of a random vari-
able X, where X is
the uptime or life-








of a random variable
X, whereX is the up-
time or lifetime for a
system





F (t) = 1−R(t)
Reliability R(t) Probability that a
system is operational
at time t given that
the system was oper-
ational at t = 0.
R(t) = Prob(X > t)
Availability A(t) Probability that a
system is operational
at time t.





tion (pdf ) of
restoration
times
g(t) pdf of a random vari-






Maintainability M(t) Probability that a
repairable system is
operational at time







Failure rate λ(t) Instantaneous failure














MTTF The expected uptime








MTTR The expected repair








MTBF The expected time
between system fail-
ures for a repairable
system
MTBF =MTTF +MTTR
Fault coverage c Conditional probabil-
ity that a system
maintains a correct
service given that a
fault has occurred.
c =
P (System recovers|Fault occurs)
Error sensitiv-
ity
es The probability that
a soft error (transient
hardware fault) re-
sults in a Silent Data
Corruption (SDC).
es = P (SDC|soft error occurs)
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Of course, this does not prevent system designers from defining and using
probabilistic measures of integrity that are tailored to certain systems or use
cases; the probability of loss of data in a fault-tolerant database system is an
example of a specific measure of (data) integrity.
In addition to the five attributes, it is common to express dependability
in terms of expected values of significant events; examples include mean time
to failure (MTTF), mean time to repair (MTTR) and mean time between
failures (MTBF). The mathematical relations between these expected values
and availability, reliability, safety and maintainability are shown in Table 1.1.
limt→∞A(t) is commonly used as a measure of availability. The table also
shows the relationship between reliability and the failure-rate function; note
that the failure rate assumes a constant value, denoted as λ, when the life
time for a system or a component is exponentially distributed. For other life
time distributions, the failure rate is a function of time. In addition, the table
also includes definitions of several other commonly used measures of secondary
dependability attributes, including fault coverage and error sensitivity.
1.2.2 Analytical methods
Analytical methods used to assess and ensure the dependability of computer
systems can be categorised into two main groups: i) methods that estimate
probabilistic measures of dependability, and ii) methods that determine if a
system, component or algorithm is correctly designed or implemented with
respect to a formally expressed requirement.
The first category includes techniques such as reliability block diagrams [4],
fault trees [5], Markov chains [6], Stochastic Petri nets [7], and Stochastic
activity networks [8]. Reliability block diagrams and fault trees are basic
methods for estimating the reliability, safety and failure probability of systems
featuring redundant components and subsystems. And although they are useful
for modelling a variety of redundant systems, RBD’s and fault trees cannot be
used to model systems that employ dynamic reconfigurations in response to
component and subsystem failures.
Markov chains are powerful tools for modelling a wide variety of systems,
including those that employ static and dynamic redundancy. One limitation of
Markov chains, however, is that they suffer from the state explosion problem,
which makes it computationally demanding to solve a Markov chain model
of a system that contains many components. However, it is often possible to
circumvent the state explosion problem by dividing a complex system into
smaller subsystems.
Compared to Markov chains, Stochastic Petri nets provide a more compact
way for expressing reliability, availability and safety models. Petri nets are
dynamic, which makes them helpful in analysing the dependability of large-
scaled and dynamic systems. Stochastic activity networks (SANs) are also a
generalised version of Stochastic Petri nets which allows for representation of
the concurrency, timelines, degraded functionality, repair ability and dynamics
of the system.
It is also possible to conduct descriptive analysis using fault trees. Haz-
ard analysis and risk assessment (HARA), failure mode and effects analysis
(FMEA), and fault propagation and transformation calculus (FPTC) [9] are
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other examples of techniques for descriptive analysis. These methods may
include elements of probabilistic analysis, but are often used to conduct purely
qualitative analysis of the behaviour of a system in the presence of component
failures. The authors of [10,11] introduced methods to automate the process
of generating fault trees. As manual analysis can be time-consuming and
error-prone for complex systems, these methods can effectively improve the
quality and reduce the cost of fault tree analyses. Further, systematically
reusing an artifact is discussed in [12] which is helpful in conducting safety
cases for safety analysis assurance in complex systems.
The second category of methods are formal methods. These rely on mathe-
matical formalisms to construct proofs of reasoning to precisely decide whether
an algorithm, program or hardware circuit satisfies a set of formally specified
requirements. Here, the result of the analysis is usually a yes/no answer rather
than a probabilistic measure of some dependability-related property, but there
are also variants of formal methods that enable probabilistic analysis of system
properties. Formal methods span a variety of mathematical theories, languages
and tools. Two important classes of formal techniques are model checking and
deductive verification.
Model checking uses finite state machines to concurrently describe and
verify a system and its temporal behaviour. The main challenge in this
method is dealing with state space explosion in defining complex sequential
systems. Probabilistic model checking extends model checking by automatically
verifying a system that shows probabilistic (stochastic) behaviour thus giving
a quantitative measurement of the system verification [13]. A well-known tool
for performing probabilistic model checking is PRISM [14].
Deductive verification is another approach to formal verification. It applies
classical specification and proof of higher order logic formalisation using interac-
tive theorem provers such as HOL. These provers can be used in dependability
analysis by direct probabilistic principles; therefore, no dependability modelling,
such as RBD or fault tree is needed [15]. In other approaches, RBD and fault
trees are formalised in higher order logic to perform formal failure analysis [16].
1.2.3 Field failure data analysis
Another important method for investigating the dependability of computer
systems is to collect and analyse eld failure data [17,18]. This type of studies
can provide valuable insights about the rate and types of failures that occur
during the operation of a computer system. In addition to identifying reliability
bottlenecks, analysis of field failure data can also be used to obtain estimates
of different dependability attributes, and for validating dependability models.
The results of a large-scale study of field failures in high-performance
computer systems is presented in [18]. In this study, the authors present
statistics on data such as root cause of failures, the mean time between failures,
and the mean time to repair. One interesting observation, is that the average
failure rates differ wildly across different systems, ranging from 20-1000 failures
per year.
Field failure data analysis is helpful in finding representative fault models
in that the representativeness of a simulation or prototype can be evaluated by
such data. For example, [19,20] used field failure analysis to find a representative
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fault model to emulate software faults, using fault injection experiments.
1.2.4 Fault injection
Fault injection refers to inserting artificial faults in a computer system. Fault
injection is commonly used to test or evaluate a system’s ability to detect, mask
and mitigate faults; to determine the rate and severity of the failure modes a
system may exhibit; and to compare the effectiveness of different approaches
to implement fault-tolerant systems.
Fault injection tools are divided into three main categories: (i) tools that
inject physical faults, (ii) tools that use software or debugging and testing
features in microprocessors to inject faults, and (iii) tools for simulation-based
fault injection.
The first category includes tools that use pin-level fault injection [21,22],
heavy-ion radiation [23–25], electromagnetic interference [26, 27] and laser
beams [28,29]. These techniques, which were mainly developed and used in the
1990s, can emulate specific types of hardware faults with high accuracy, such as
stuck-at-faults affecting the pins of integrated circuits (pin-level injection) and
particle-induced soft errors (laser beams and heavy-ion radiation). However,
most of these techniques are too costly or otherwise infeasible to use with
modern, highly integrated and compact hardware systems.
Another way to inject physical faults into integrated circuits is to expose
circuits to neutron beams. This technique is commonly used by circuit manufac-
turers as well as independent researchers to estimate the soft error rate (SER)
of integrated circuits. However, these types of studies are usually not referred
to as fault injection experiments rather as neutron beam experiments [30].
The second category includes tools that rely on software or debugging and
testing features in microprocessors to inject faults. This type of tools has been
widely used in research projects over the last 25 years to assess the impact
of both hardware and software faults, and to evaluate the effectiveness of
fault tolerance mechanisms. This category of tools can be divided into three
subcategories: software-implemented fault injection (SWIFI) [31–36], test port-
based fault injection [37–40], and scan chain-implemented fault injection [41,42].
SWIFI tools use program code executed by the target system to insert
errors (state changes) in main memory locations and instruction set architecture
(ISA) registers. SWIFI is a versatile technique, as it can be used to mimic
the effects of many fault types, including transient and permanent hardware
faults [33,34,36], software faults [43–46] and security attacks [47].
Test port–based fault injection is similar to SWIFI in that it imitates the
effects of faults by inserting errors in main memory locations and ISA-registers.
However, unlike SWIFI, it injects faults without altering the software executed
by the target system; instead, it injects faults using an external debugger con-
nected to a test port, or a debug port, on the target system’s microprocessor.
By controlling the debugger with remote commands, the fault injection tool
can issue commands to the microprocessor to stop and start program execu-
tion, set breakpoints and alter the contents of main memory words and ISA
registers. The GOOFI-2 tool, which we used in our experiments, implements
test port–based fault injection on a Freescale MPC565 controller, using the
NEXUS debugger [48] and winIDEA integrated development environment from
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iSYSTEM [49].
Scan-chain implemented fault injection works similarly to test port-based
fault injection; it injects faults via a test access port (TAP), which provides a
serial interface that makes it possible to write and read the data in any internal
register in the circuit included in the scan-chain. Modern microprocessors are
equipped with scan-chains and TAPs mainly for pre-shipment chip testing
by manufacturers. Since the users of a microprocessor usually do not have
access to information about how to operate the TAP, scan-chain—based fault
injection has been used in only a few research studies [41,42].
The third category includes tools that employ simulation models of com-
puters at dierent levels of abstraction [50,51], ranging from the transistor and
micro-architectural levels [51, 52] to high-level functional models of software
or hardware modules [53, 54] and even the system level [55]. For example,
simulation-based fault injection has been widely used to evaluate the vulnerabil-
ity of hardware architectures or software codes with respect to radiation-induced
soft errors [56,57]. To speed up fault injection experiments conducted at the
micro-architectural level, researchers have explored the possibility of injecting
faults into hardware models implemented in field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) [58–63]. This technique is referred to as ‘hardware emulation–based
fault injection’; compared to regular software-based simulation, hardware emu-
lation can reduce the time of fault injection experiments by more than four
orders of magnitude [58,62].
As we have seen, fault injection experiments are conducted at different levels
of abstraction using a variety of tools. Thus, there is a need to conduct studies
that compare the results obtained with different tools or at different levels of
abstraction. In [64], the authors use simulation to compare the effects of bit-flip
faults injected into the internal state elements of microprocessors with the
effects observed when using pin-level fault injection and software-implemented
fault injection (SWIFI) on the same processor. The results showed that SWIFI
was able to mimic 98%–99% of the system-level error types observed for bit
flips in the internal state elements. The corresponding numbers for the pin-level
faults were only 9%–12%.
In [65], the authors compare the results of four fault injection techniques
employed in the evaluation of a distributed real-time system. The results
showed large variations in the impact of the fault manifestations observed
among the techniques.
In a more recent study [30], the authors investigate whether simulations can
provide accurate estimations of soft error rates (SER) for integrated circuits and
program code. To this end, the authors compared SER estimations obtained
by simulations and with results from neutron beam experiments. The study
showed that SER estimations obtained by the two techniques were similar,
which confirmed that simulations can indeed provide accurate estimations of
soft error rates.
Another important line of research is to investigate uncertainty in measure-
ments of dependability attributes. As pointed out by Bondavalli et al. [66],
fault injection tools can be regarded as measurement instruments since they are
used to measure dependability attributes. Another study related to uncertainty
is [67], in which the authors investigated the metrological compatibility between
results obtained with different fault injection techniques.
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Recent work also includes the use of fault injection for emulating security
attacks [68] and for evaluating safety-critical applications developed using
articial intelligence and machine learning [69,70]. There are also recent studies
that utilise machine learning to assist in conducting fault injection experiments
[71, 72]. A comprehensive survey of the use of software fault injection (SFI) is
presented in [73].
1.3 Uncertainty vs factors of interest
Most types of measurements are affected by uncertainty. When we use mea-
surements in scientific investigations, it is therefore essential to identify sources
of uncertainty and, if possible, express quantitative bounds on the amount
of uncertainty we expect to have in a measured value. Uncertainty is a key
concept in the field of metrology, the science of measurement. General guide-
lines for dealing with and reporting uncertainty can be found in the Guide to
the Expression of Uncertainty in Measurements (GUM), published by JCGM
Joint committee for Guides in Metrology [74].
According to GUM, the word uncertainty can be used in two different senses:
first, as a general concept meaning ‘doubt about the validity of the results of
a measurement’, and second, as ‘specific quantities that provide quantitative
measures of the concept [sic: uncertainty]’. GUM provides examples of how
uncertainty can be expressed quantitatively for measurements of physical
quantities - for example, by calculating the mean and standard deviation for a
series of repeated measurements.
In [66], Bondavalli et al. provide suggestions for how foundations in mea-
surement theory can be applied in measurements of dependability attributes.
The authors conclude that ‘all sources of uncertainty should be clearly and
univocally defined.’ and that ‘measurement uncertainty should be evaluated
[according to the GUM].’
In the experiments presented in this thesis, we have identified two main
sources of uncertainty. First, most of our experiments rely on sampling-based
fault injections, as it would be too costly and time-consuming to perform
exhaustive injections for most of the programs we evaluate.
Second, we have chosen not to control (initialise) the unused parts of the
main memory of the target system. The reason for this decision is mainly
practical: by not initialising the unused memory, we were able to reduce the
time it took to conduct a fault-injection experiment. Further, we felt that
leaving the memory uninitialised would be more representative of real working
conditions than would be filling the unused areas with, for example, all 0s or
all 1s. Of course, we could have chosen to fill the unused areas with a random
pattern of 0s and 1s; however, the latter would resemble the situation we have
when we do not initialise unused memory.
To quantify the level of uncertainty imposed by sampling, we relied on well-
known statistical concepts, such as confidence intervals and hypothesis testing,
as described in Section 1.5. Unfortunately, we had no means of quantifying the
level of uncertainty that arose from choosing not to initialise unused memory.
The construction of probabilistic models for predicting how variations in the
content of unused memory influences measures of error sensitivity and other
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dependability attributes is a research question that we were unable to address
within the scope of this thesis.
Beyond the two sources of uncertainty discussed so far, there could have
been other factors unknown to us that could have influenced the quality of
our measurements. Such factors could have been hidden within the hardware
or software units that were directly or indirectly involved in carrying out our
experiments. Examples of such factors could be design defects (bugs) in the
Goofi-2 software or the winIDEA debugger, which is used by Goofi-2.
Computer systems are in general complex systems; hence there are many
factors that can influence the outcome of a fault injection experiment. We
divide these factors into two categories: sources of uncertainty and factors of
interest. A source of uncertainty is one that contributes to uncertainty in a
measurement, as described above. A factor of interest is the object that we
want to characterise with our measurements. A given aspect of a computer
system can be either a source of uncertainty or a factor of interest depending
on the objective of the measurements. For example, in our experiments we
consider the content of unused memory a source of uncertainty. However, it
would be possible to conduct experiments to investigate how the content of
unused memory influences error sensitivity, in which case the content of unused
memory would be the factor of interest.
In the following, unless otherwise stated, we use factor to denote a factor of
interest. In general, we propose to divide such factors into three general types:
I Factors related to the operation of a system. Our study of the relationship
between workload inputs and failure mode distributions presented in paper
A belongs to this category. As previously mentioned, it would be of interest
to conduct a study on how the content of unused memory or memory used
by other programs, affects error sensitivity of a program. Such a study
would belong to this category.
II Factors related to the design and implementation of a system. We investi-
gate two factors in this category: compiler optimizations and source code
implementations, which are described in paper B. There are many studies
reported in the literature that belongs to this category. Most notably
studies that evaluates error detection and fault tolerance mechanisms.
III Factors related to the assumption of the fault injection experiments. In
this category, we investigate single vs double bit-flip errors in paper C,
and the inject-on-read vs the inject-on-write technique in paper D. This
category includes studies that address a fundamental problem in fault
injection: selection and validation of fault models and tools.
1.4 Measuring Silent Data Corruptions
The goal of this thesis is to provide insight into how bit-flip errors in ISA
registers and main memory words affect program execution. To this end, we
conducted fault injection experiments using the Goofi-2 fault injection tool [75]
with a collection of benchmark programs. The programs were executed on
a target system consisting of a Freescale MPC565 microcontroller equipped
with 512 KB of random-access memory. Goofi-2 uses test port—based fault
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injection (i.e., the bit flips are injected using a hardware debugger connected
to the microcontroller’s test port).
The process of injecting a bit-flip error and recording the subsequent
behaviour of the target program is fully automated. The Goofi-2 software runs
on a PC that controls the operation of the target system and the hardware
debugger. Goofi-2 supports two types of fault injection techniques: inject-
on-write and inject-on-read. For inject-on-write, the bit-flip error is injected
just after the target register/memory word has been updated by a machine
instruction. For inject-on-read, the bit-flip error is injected just before the
target register or memory word is read by a machine instruction.
Inject-on-write models the effects of bit flips that propagate into a register
or memory word whereas inject-on-read models the effects of bit flips that
occur while data is stored in a register or memory word. Inject-on-write and
inject-on-read techniques ensure that bit flips are injected in locally live data.
Thus, Goofi-2 avoids injecting errors into locally dead data words; however, a
bit flip in a locally live data word will not necessarily cause the program to
fail, as most programs perform redundant calculations that do not affect the
output.
The impact of bit-flip errors in live data used by a program can be divided
into four main categories: (i) detection by a machine exception, (ii) program
hang, (iii) no effect and (iv) erroneous output with no error indication, also
known as SDC. We focus on the SDCs since they are more costly to tolerate
than program hangs, and errors detected by machine exceptions. Tolerating a
program-level SDC requires the use of system-level fault-tolerance techniques
that run programs redundantly.
Errors detected by machine instructions can be corrected by forward and
backward recovery techniques. Program hangs (or delayed delivery of the
output) can be detected by a watchdog timer and then corrected by a recovery
action. Bit flips in locally live data often have no effect on the output of a
program; thus, in addition to the three types of program failures, no effect is
also a common outcome of our fault-injection experiments.
To characterise a program’s tendency to exhibit an SDC due to a bit-flip
error, we measure the proportion of bit-flip errors leading to an SDC versus
all possible bit-flip errors that may occur in live data used by a program. We
call this proportion the program’s error sensitivity. Error sensitivity measures
the occurrence of bit-flip errors in live data, and hence depends on the inputs
processed by a program. (The number of live data items that a program creates
and uses during execution depends on the inputs processed by the program.)
For some of the smaller programs, we were able to inject all possible single
bit flips and thereby find the true value of the error sensitivity for the program
for any input. However, for most of the programs, the total number of bit flips
for any input were so large that we had to estimate the error sensitivity by
sampling the population of all possible bit flips.
Error sensitivity is related to fault coverage, as both can be viewed as
dependability measures; however, they serve different purposes. As mentioned
in Section 1.2.1, fault coverage is the conditional probability that a system
recovers and continues to deliver a correct service after a fault has occurred [76].
Thus, fault coverage is a measure of the effectiveness of a system’s fault-
tolerance capabilities. Fault coverage is therefore an important parameter when
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estimating the reliability or availability of a fault-tolerant system.
In contrast, error sensitivity measures the tendency of a program to exhibit
silent data corruptions. Its primary goal is to provide system designers with
insights on how likely it is that a program will produce an SDC given the
occurrence of a bit-flip error in a live data item. Measures of error sensitivity
are therefore mainly aimed at guiding the system designer in selecting fault-
tolerance techniques; for example, they can be used as a basis for a trade-off
between software- and hardware-implemented fault-tolerance techniques.
We define error sensitivity as the proportion of test cases (bit-flip errors) in
a test population that causes a program to produce an SDC. Note that the
size of the test population depends on the inputs processed by the program.
We denote the error sensitivity of a given test population, Ti as esi. In






where ni is the number of faults (test cases) injected in fault injection
campaign i, and si the number of faults that yielded an SDC.
As error sensitivity is a proportion, it may be problematic to use when
comparing two programs that provide the same function but one of them is
more efficient and has fewer machine instructions. Consider two programs a
and b that provide the same function, where program a is more efficient and
thus uses fewer machine instructions to implement the function than program
b. Let |Ta| and |Tb| denote the size of the test population for program a and b,
respectively, and let Sa and Sb denote the number of test cases that causes an
SDC. We have that |Ta| < |Tb|, since program a uses fewer machine instructions
than program b. However, it is possible that Sa < Sb while Sa/|Ta| > Sb/|Tb|
(Si/|Ti| is the true error sensitivity for program i.) In others words, program a
can have higher error sensitivity than program b, although the total number
of test cases that lead to an SDC is lower for program a than for program
b. Hence, comparing error sensitivities is not a good method for ranking the
soft error vulnerability of programs. We therefore introduce SDC count as a
suitable measure for comparing the reliability of programs with respect to soft
errors.
We define SDC count as the number of test cases in Ti that causes the
program to produce a silent data corruption (SDC). Let sci denote the SDC





where |Ti| represents the cardinal (size) of Ti. Unfortunately, our fault
injection tool, GOOFI-2 [75], does not provide a function that allows us to
calculate |Ti|, although it would be technically feasible to implement such a
function. Therefore, we use the following equation as an estimator for |Ti|
|̂Ti| = di ·mi (1.3)
where mi is the number of machine instructions executed for ai, and di is
the average number of test cases per machine instruction in campaign i. If we
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substitute |Ti| with |̂Ti| in equation (1.2), we obtain a less accurate estimator




· di ·mi (1.4)
Since we have reason to believe that the average number of test cases per
machine instruction is fairly constant for similar programs, and indeed for
different activities of one program, we simply assume a constant value for di.
If we use ŝc∗a and ŝc
∗
b for ranking the reliability of programs a and b, then the
values assigned to da and db will have no effect on the ranking result if they
are assigned the same value. Hence, if we want to use SDC count estimates for
only ranking purposes, then we can set the value of di in Equation 1.4 to 1.
We can then view ŝc∗i as a strongly biased but consistent estimator of sci.
Considering our example with program a and b, where program a has a
lower SDC count than program b, it is reasonable to assume that a has a lower
failure probability but a higher error sensitivity than b. Hence, using the error
sensitivity as a basis for ranking the reliability of the two programs would lead
to an incorrect result. However, SDC count is an imperfect measure for ranking
the reliability of different programs, since it does not consider the probability
of occurrence for each test case t ∈ |T |. The problem associated with using
measures based on proportions for comparing the soft error vulnerability of
different programs has been addressed by Schirmeier et al. in [77].
So far, we have mainly discussed the estimation of the true values of es
and sc for a single activity a for an executable program, and we have briefly
compared different programs. To obtain a proper characterisation of the soft-
error vulnerability of an executable program, though, we need to estimate es
or sc for several activities (program inputs).
Aggregated measures of error sensitivity and SDC count can be achieved by
calculating a weighted average of estimates obtained for the activities, where
higher weights are given to activities that are expected to have a higher proba-
bility of occurrence. If data for determining the weight factors is unavailable, a
common approach is simply to select an arbitrary set of activities and assign
them equal weight factors. This is the approach we used in our experiments.
1.5 Statistical Analysis of Dependability Mea-
surement
When conducting sampling-based fault injection experiments, we need to use
statistical techniques for planning the experiments and assessing the uncertainty
of estimated measures. Experimental design is a branch of statistics that deals
with practical and theoretical aspects of experimental studies in three phases:
(i) problem formulation, (ii) design of the experiments and (iii) analysis of
the data collected [78]. In the first phase, the researcher states the problem
and the purpose of the study, considering relevant studies and information in
that field. In the second phase, the researcher chooses the response variables
and anticipates influencing factors. The constraints, randomness mechanism,
repeatability, number of samples and anticipated margin of error are aspects
that should be considered in this phase. If the second phase is well designed,
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then the third phase, the analysis of the collected data, is easy; indeed, the
design phase determines which statistical method is to be used to analyse the
collected data.
A series of studies [79,80] were performed on stratified sampling for fault-
injection experiments. These studies evaluated the importance of optimising
the sampling method to increase the accuracy of the error-coverage estimation.
Also, how defers to use frequentist or Bayesian approaches to estimate the
measurand and identify the pros and cons of each approach.
Statistics also enable estimating the minimal number of experiments required
to achieve a certain level of confidence and margin of error in the estimated
measures. The authors of [81] show how to calculate the number of experiments
depending on the error and confidence expectations. It may be difficult to
determine the population size, or the possible fault space in a complex computer
system. However, the researchers show that, when the population size exceeds
10,000, it has a little impact on the number of experiments or satisfying the
margin of error.
The authors of [82] discussed a better approach to calculating sample size by
(a) iteratively updating the sample size with more accurate assumptions of the
population proportion by conducting few experiments (rather than considering
50% as a worst case assumption), and (b) considering the margin of error to be
less than 5% (1% and even 0.1%) which is more sensible for some safety-critical
applications.
In paper E, we provide a set of guidelines for selecting and applying statistical
inference techniques for the analysis of data obtained in sampling-based fault
injection experiments. We present methods for calculating confidence intervals
and rules for determining when the normal approximation is applicable.
In the studies reported in paper A to D, we used the same statistical
design of all fault injection campaigns. First, all our campaigns are designed
to investigate a single factor of interest. Second, we decided to conduct 12,000
fault injection experiments in each campaign. As shown in paper E, this yields
a worst case margin-of-error of 0.89 percentage points with a 95% confidence
level, and a margin-of-error of 1.18 percentage points with a 99% confidence
level. (The worst case margin-of-error occurs when the true value of the
estimated value is 50%.) The reason for using 12,000 experiments was that we
wanted to achieve confidence intervals of around ±1 percentage point in our
measurements.
In paper E, we also consider methods for hypothesis testing. We specifically
discuss hypothesis testing for proportions, since error sensitivity is defined as a
proportion. Hypothesis testing is especially useful when we want to compare
two or more estimates of a dependability attribute obtained in different fault
injection campaigns. We discuss various types of statistical tests for this
purpose, including parametric and non-parametric tests.
Table 1.2 shows several statistical tests that are appropriate for comparing
estimates obtained from two or more data sets. The choice of a test depends
on circumstances such as the distribution of the data, whether the comparison
is made for two or more data sets, and whether the data sets are paired or
independent.
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Table 1.2: Statistical tests for comparison










































1.6 Papers and Contributions
Paper A. On the Impact of Hardware Faults — An Inves-
tigation of the Relationship between Workload Inputs and
Failure Mode Distributions
Summary. This paper discusses the impact of input profile on a program’s
error sensitivity, how significant the impact is and how error sensitivity is
correlated to input features. The variation of error sensitivity is application
dependent. We found a linear correlation between input length and SDCs
for some applications, while there were no correlations in other applications.
In this study, we perform fault-injection experiments on four programs from
MiBench suite. We selected nine inputs for each program. This study shows
significant variation in the error sensitivity of a program executed with different
inputs. For instance, in an extreme case, the error sensitivity of the CRC
application varies by 30% from one input with 0 characters to another input
with 99 characters.
In addition, we propose an approach to correlate the dynamic fault-free
behaviour of a program with the error sensitivity. We observed significant
variations in the error sensitivities among different workloads1. Hence, a
program should be evaluated by all possible inputs. We propose a way to
identify inputs that result in significantly different fault-injection outcomes. To
this end, we use assembly metrics defined based on the machine instructions of
a fault-free execution of a program. We cluster the workloads based on these
assembly metrics and compare these clusters with those generated based on
SDC outcomes. We discovered that workloads with similar SDC outcomes also
have similar assembly metric clusters. Thus, the workloads that end up in the
same cluster have similar SDC outcomes. In this way, we identify input sets
that are likely to cause significantly different error sensitivities, which enables
us to limit the number of necessary fault-injection campaigns to the number of
clusters and perform only campaigns that generate significantly different error
sensitivities.
1A workload is a program processing any input.
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In this paper, we also evaluate the error sensitivity of the programs equipped
with a software technique for tolerating hardware faults. This technique
performs triple time-redundant execution and majority voting, and it can
decrease the number of SDCs (on average, 13 times).
Statement of Contribution. This paper is co-authored with Domenico
Di Leo, Behrooz Sangchoolie, Roger Johansson and Johan Karlsson. Domenico
Di Leo had the original idea for the paper. Di Leo, Fatemeh Ayatolahi and
Behrooz Sangchoolie jointly implemented and conducted the experiments, per-
formed the data analysis and formulated the conclusions. They are also the
main contributors in writing the paper. Johan Karlsson contributed to the idea
and provided feedback during different phases of the study. Roger Johansson
helped solve technical issues regarding the fault-injection setup. All authors
contributed to the writing of the paper.
Paper B. A Study of the Impact of Bit-flip Errors on Pro-
grams Compiled with Different Optimization Levels
Summary. In Paper B, we investigate the impact of compiler optimizations
on the error sensitivity of twelve benchmark programs. We conducted extensive
fault-injection experiments in which bit-flip errors were injected in CPU registers
and main-memory locations. The results show that the error sensitivity of the
optimised programs is only marginally higher compared to that observed for
the non-optimised programs. This suggests that compiler optimizations can
be used in safety- and mission-critical systems without increasing the risk of
the system producing undetected erroneous outputs. Program execution time
reduces significantly by compiler optimization; therefore, the programs are also
less exposed to transient faults.
Paper B also investigates the impact of different source-code implemen-
tations on the error sensitivity of functionally equivalent programs. To this
end, we performed experiments on five bit-count programs included in the
MiBench suite [83]. These programs differ in data types used to store results,
using a look-up table for some pre-calculated values, and different ways of
implementing calculations. The results of the fault-injection experiments show
that source-code implementation significantly impacts error sensitivity. To
provide insights into the reasons for the variation in the error sensitivity, we
analysed the error sensitivity of different types of data stored in registers and
memory words (that were targeted for fault injection). This analysis was helpful
in identifying registers and memory sections with high error sensitivity, which
are thus candidates for being protected by fault-tolerance techniques.
Statement of Contribution. This paper is co-authored with Behrooz
Sangchoolie, Roger Johansson and Johan Karlsson. Fatemeh Ayatolahi and
Behrooz Sangchoolie contributed to the original idea of the paper, the design
and conduction of the fault injection experiments and the analysis of the results.
They are also the main contributors in writing the paper. Johan Karlsson con-
tributed to the idea and provided feedback during different phases of the study.
Roger Johansson helped solve technical issues regarding the fault-injection
setup. All authors contributed to the writing of the paper.
Paper C. A Study of the Impact of Single Bit-flip and
Double Bit-flip Errors on Program Execution
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Summary. This paper presents the results of an extensive experimental
study of bit-flip errors in CPU registers and main-memory words. Comprising
more than two million fault-injection experiments conducted with thirteen
benchmark programs, the study provides insights on whether the double bit-flip
model provides optimistic or pessimistic estimates of error sensitivity compared
to the single bit-flip model. The results show that the proportion of errors that
cause SDCs is almost the same for single- and double-bit errors. However, for
some campaigns the single-bit errors resulted in a slightly higher proportion
of SDCs, suggesting that single-bit errors on average tend to cause SDC more
than double-bit errors.
In addition, we studied how error sensitivity varies for different bit positions
within a register or memory word. We present detailed statistics about the
variations in error sensitivity with respect to bit positions. The results show that
error sensitivity varies significantly for different bit positions. An important
observation is that injections in certain bit positions always have the same
outcome, regardless of when the error is injected. For instance, all injections in
more significant bit positions of the program counter register (PCR; e.g., bit
positions 17 – 32) are detected by hardware exceptions.
Statement of Contribution. The paper is co-authored with Behrooz
Sangchoolie, Roger Johansson and Johan Karlsson. Fatemeh Ayatolahi and
Behrooz Sangchoolie contributed in the original idea of the paper, the design
and conduction of the fault injection experiments and the analysis of the results.
They are also the main contributors in writing the paper. Johan Karlsson con-
tributed to the idea and provided feedback during different phases of the study.
Roger Johansson helped solve technical issues regarding the fault-injection
setup. All authors contributed to the writing of the paper.
Paper D. A Comparison of Inject-on-Read and Inject-on-
Write in ISA-Level Fault Injection
Summary. In this paper, we compare two ISA-level fault-injection tech-
niques to reduce the fault space and optimise the fault-injection experiments
to discover SDCs. These two techniques are inject-on-read and inject-on-write.
The inject-on-read technique injects bit flips into a data item just before it
is read by a machine instruction, and inject-on-write injects bit flips into a
data item just after it has been updated by a machine instruction. In other
words, inject-on-read corrupts the content of the source register (or memory
word) of a machine instruction, while inject-on-write corrupts the content of the
destination register (or memory word) of a machine instruction. One advantage
of these techniques is that the injections are made in conjunction with read
and write operations, which ensures that the injected faults are always injected
in (locally) live data items [84].
The inject-on-read and inject-on-write techniques can be used to emulate
the effects of both hardware and software faults. However, in this paper we
specifically consider the use of these techniques for assessing the hardware
error sensitivity of programs and systems with respect to soft errors (i.e.,
particle-induced single-event upsets).
In this context, inject-on-read and inject-on-write target two classes of
faults. Inject-on-read is well suited to model soft errors that occur in a data
item during the time the item resides in an ISA register or memory word, while
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inject-on-write is well suited for emulating errors that propagate into an ISA
register or memory word. The first type of error occurs when an ISA register
or memory word is hit directly by an ionising particle. The second type of
error originates from particle strikes in other hardware resources within the
microprocessor, such as ALUs, caches and internal pipeline registers. When
using the inject-on-read technique for emulating direct strikes in ISA registers
and main-memory words, a weight factor should be assigned to each injected
fault. This weight factor should correspond to the length of the time interval
during which a soft error can occur in reality.
This paper has two main objectives. The first is to compare the differences
in impact between the techniques – specifically, whether one of the techniques
is more likely to provoke SDCs than the other. The second objective is to
investigate the impact of using weight factors for the inject-on-read technique.
To this end, we compare the results of fault-injection experiments obtained
with and without the use of such weight factors.
Our results are based on more than 120,000 inject-on-read and inject-on-
write experiments with six programs from the automotive domain, including five
implementations of the bit-count program included in the MiBench benchmark
suite [83], and a prototype brake controller application.
Here, we observed that the error sensitivity obtained by the unweighted
inject-on-read was higher than that of the inject-on-write. This indicates
that, for the programs studied, it is unlikely that inject-on-write would expose
weaknesses that are not revealed by the unweighted inject-on-read. This
conclusion is drawn despite the significant differences between the source-code
implementation of the programs under test.
The impact of the weight factor was studied by focusing on only the inject-
on-read techniques. Here, we observed that, for all bit-count programs, the
percentage of SDCs for the unweighted inject-on-read was higher than or equal
to the percentage of SDCs for the weighted inject-on-read. However, this
was not the case for the brake controller application, which shows that the
weight factor influences the percentage of SDCs depending on the sensitivity of
registers and memory words with long lifetimes. The difference between the
SDC results obtained for these two techniques ranged from 0% to 20%.
Statement of Contribution. This paper is co-authored with Behrooz
Sangchoolie, Roger Johansson and Johan Karlsson. Behrooz Sangchoolie con-
tributed to the original idea of the paper, the design and conducting of the
fault-injection experiments and the analysis of the results for the bit-count
applications. Fatemeh Ayatolahi contributed to the design and implementa-
tion of the fault-injection experiments for the brake-by-wire application and
provided feedback on the results. Johan Karlsson contributed by providing
feedback during different phases of the study. Roger Johansson helped solve
technical issues around the fault-injection setup. All authors contributed to
the writing of the paper.
Paper E. Statistical Analysis of Fault-injection Data – A
Case Study using Hypothesis Testing
Summary. In this paper, we summarise the impact of factors that affect
error sensitivity estimation in fault-injection experiments. Such estimations are
subject to sampling errors since they are calculated from a sample of all possible
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fault scenarios. Hence, statistical inference techniques must be employed when
drawing conclusions from such experiments. This paper presents a set of
practical guidelines for selecting and applying statistical inference techniques in
the analysis of data obtained from sampling-based fault-injection experiments.
We used point estimation and confidence intervals to evaluate the margin
of error for each measured proportion as the error sensitivity, and we used
statistical hypothesis testing to analyse the variation in the estimated error
sensitivities.
We considered three studies that use random sampling in fault-injection
experiments. We considered two measures to characterise the soft-error vulner-
ability of a program. The aim was to assess the significance of the variations
in the soft-error sensitivity and the SDC count for the executable programs in
relation to (a) the inputs processed by the program, (b) the use of different
levels of compiler optimization and (c) the injection of single bit-flip errors vs
double bit-flip errors.
Statement of Contribution. This paper is co-authored with Johan
Karlsson. Fatemeh Ayatolahi contributed to the original idea of the paper,
performing the statistical inference and data analysis of the results, and is
the main contributor in writing the paper. Johan Karlsson contributed to the
idea and provided feedback during different phases of the study. Both authors
contributed to the writing of the paper.
1.7 Concluding Remarks
This thesis presents the results of a series of fault injection experiments aimed
at estimating the probability that a program exhibits a silent data corruption
due to a bit-flip error in an ISA-register or main memory word holding live
data. We use such bit-flips as an approximate model to investigate the impact
transient hardware faults may have on program execution.
Our work is mainly motivated by the fact that modern integrated circuits
are susceptible to soft errors, i.e., bit-flip errors caused by ionizing particles such
as high-energy neutrons and alpha particles. However, bit-flips in ISA-registers
and main memory words may also be considered as an approximate model for
studying the impact of transistor failures caused by aging mechanisms such
as NBTI (Negative Bias Temperature Instability) [85] and HCD (Hot Carrier
Degradation) [86].
We introduce error sensitivity as a measure for the probability that a bit-flip
error in an ISA-register or main memory location holding live data will cause a
program to exhibit a silent data corruption. Our experiments show that the
error sensitivity of a program is affected by different aspects of the program’s
design and use, and the set-up of the fault injection experiments. We denote
these aspects as factors of variability and divide them into three groups: factors
related to (i) the operation of the system, (ii) the design and implementation
of the system, and (iii) the design of the fault injection experiments.
We have specifically conducted experiments to study variations in error
sensitivity related to (i) the inputs processed by a program, (ii) the use of
compiler optimization, (iii) source code implementation, (iv) single bit flips vs
double bit flips and (v) injection techniques (inject-on-read vs inject-on-write).
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Although our experiments provide valuable insights into how these factors
influence the error sensitivity of a program, we would like to highlight some
limitations of our work. Our fault models – single bit flips and double bit
flips within one data word, with a uniform probability for all data words to
be exposed to a soft error – are crude models of how soft errors occur in,
or propagate into, ISA registers and main-memory words. For example, we
have reason to believe that they do not accurately describe the true relative
frequency with which soft errors affect live data in a program; the obvious
reason for this is that a processor does not use the same hardware circuits to
create all data words. Therefore, the probability of being exposed to a soft
error varies for different data words.
It is also reasonable to assume that single bit flips occurring in the internals
of a processor may manifest as multiple bit errors in ISA registers and main
memory. For example, if a data word containing a single bit flip is used as
input to an arithmetic operation, then the result of this operation may contain
multiple bit flips. Another obvious limitation of our work is that some soft
errors are likely to cause behaviours of microprocessors that simply cannot be
modelled merely as bit flips in an ISA register or main-memory word.
An important task for future research is therefore to develop techniques that
can accurately estimate the probability that a program exhibits a silent data
corruption due to a soft error. However, the development of such techniques
comes with both scientific and practical challenges. One such challenge is
that this research would require full access to the hardware design of the
microprocessor that will run the program, as well as detailed knowledge about
the soft error rates of the integrated circuit technology used to produce the
processor.
The correlation between different factors can be another interesting direction
for future work. Researchers may investigate the correlations or dependencies
between different factors that affect the error sensitivity, such as correlation
that might be observed between input profile and different fault models. In
our experiment design, we focused on one factor in each study to evaluate the
impact of its variation on the estimated error sensitivities. These experiments
can be extended to include the variation of multiple factors at a time to examine
potential correlations between them. Consequently, careful experimental design
should be planned, and other statistical inference techniques that analyse
multiple factors should be considered. The authors of [87,88] have introduced
the usage of design of experiments and optimality methods in investigation
of this interaction between different factors and find an optimal combination
of them. The focus in these studies is on hardware synthesizing parameters
and their interaction which is another level in system design which can be also
applied in system implementation level.
Another aspect of our research is the comparison of the soft-error vulnera-
bility between different programs. Here, we propose to use SDC count, rather
than error sensitivity, as a measure for comparing the soft-error vulnerability
between different programs. As pointed out by other researchers, measures such
as error sensitivity, which are defined as proportions of outcomes of injected
errors, are not suitable for comparing the reliability among different programs.
This is because the execution time is a key factor in determining the probability
that a program will be affected by a soft error. We propose a biased estimator
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for the SDC count, which uses the execution time of a program to estimate the
SDC count. A more accurate estimator could be achieved if the fault injection
tool were provided with a function that could count all possible bit-flip errors
in a program. We believe that implementing such a function would be easy,
but it would be much more demanding to implement a function that would
calculate the SDC count for a program. However, these are conjectures that
we leave to be addressed by future research.
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